RECEIVED
October 1, 2018; August 28, 2018

OCT 15 2018

Valerie Capels, Town Administrator,
Town of Bristol
Town of Bristol, Vermont
(for distribution as you see fit to: Selectboard, Bristol Conservation Commission,
Road Foreman)
We three house owners around the southeast comer of the intersection ofNorth
Street and Fitch Avenue have noticed and been harmed by an increase in
stormwater drainage flowing down Fitch Avenue and write to further let you
know of this that has flooded our properties several times and is likely to do so
agam.
The damaging flows have travelled down the south edge of Fitch Avenue in the
Town's property, entered the driveway at 11 Fitch Avenue, flowed down the
driveway south ,turned west before the Owens garage, flowed west across the 11
Fitch Avenue/68 North Street property line, flooded the 68 North Street shop-to a
depth of 2-3 inches-at the same time flowing south and crossing the north
property line between 68 North and 64 North traveling south and west across the
yard of 64 North, flooding a barn there and travelling toward the house at 64 North
and twice, entering and flooding the finished basement at 64 North.
The floods are seasonal, and associated with rain in late winter, a time of frozen
surfaces and snow berms and have always been observed to be Fitch Avenue
roadway surface water, entering the driveway at 11 Fitch Avenue.
There have been previous surface water flooding events at some or all of these
properties associated with the Mountain Street School yard. However, none of
the flooding discussed in this letter is the result of waters flowing across the school
yard. When this flooding occurs it is quite apparent that the water is flowing on
the path as described above, not from the school yard.
This description of flooding is not of that which took place in August, 2004, a
much larger summer rainfall event and a much larger flood. We believe that all
three properties were more heavily damaged in that flood, and the appeal for a
solution to our flooding problems is not based on this event, but on the more
regularly recurring flooding already described.

The damaging floods have occurred twice in the last five years, in 2015 and in
2016. Photographs of at least one of these floods are available showing some of
the problem and its effects.
We property owners, when faced with these floods, try in various ways-with
various temporary berms and with temporary drainage courses-to divert the water
to safer locations. In this we are partially successful.
The problem increased, both in severity and in occurrence, after the repaving of
Fitch Avenue several years ago, which raised the road grade and may have also,
by raising the grade, changed the flow pattern of surface water on the roadway
from travelling on the north side of Fitch Avenue to the south side of the road.
The Town road drainage has flooded two buildings twice, resulting in property
losses since the repaving of Fitch Avenue. Prior we did not see this problem.
Though neither the Owens house nor the Dingler property adjacent and west of it
on Fitch Avenue have yet been damaged by these events, it seems quite possible
that, given a small change in flow pattern, these also might receive seasonal flood
waters.
We have previously contacted the Town about this problem (by brief discussion
with the previous Town administrator and the previous road foreman and by a
note) but we have not yet seen an acknowledgement of our problem, or a solution
to it.
Evidence of historical property owner concern about Town roadway Fitch Avenue
drainage is also shown by the homeowner constructed berm along the 68 North
Street Fitch Avenue line, as this was in place prior to the current owner's purchase
of the property in December, 1997. The current owner has increased the height of
this berm, which is meant to protect the 68 North Street property from flows along
the southern edge of Fitch Avenue, as the 68 North Street property-including the
grade at the foundation of the house-is now lower than the grade of Fitch
Avenue.
We are told that either you as a Select Board or the Conservation Commission or
both, perhaps, may be addressing surface water drainage concerns village wide in a
Bristol Stormwater Master Plan for the Village Center Planning Area and our
problem should be recognized and studied in this work. We request, however, a

response specific to our concern here as we believe we are likely to flood again
before the study and its suggestions are implemented.
In addition, either on their own initiative or though our Town of Bristol
Conservation Commission, the Vermont River Conservancy has approached us
for a period of about a year about seasonal surface water flows and our flooding.
Their concern is for clean rivers and they are studying whether something can be
done on either Town or private land at this corner to keep water from entering into
the Town storm water drainage system and, possibly, reduce our flooding problem.
Their work has not yet produced a plan for this but we will copy this note to them
also.
We would be happy to have our concerns addressed in a way that helps eliminate
this recurring problem. And, of course, you are welcome to visit these sites and or
ask questions of us to help understand the problem.
One or more ofus would discuss this at a Selectboard meeting, of course.
Thank you for your attention to this problem,

Marcia Owens 1lFitch Avenue
Robert Bernstein 68 North Street
David Melichar 64 North Street

